
Apart from the general increase in traffic, another tendency is clear: the modal split

between rail and road traffic has developed in favour of the road. Since 1970, the

proportion between rail and road freight reversed from 3,5:1 to 1:2 in 2001 46
. Due to

different national transit transport policies during the last decades, the road's share

varies from 76% in Austria or 73% in France to 31% in Switzerland, where rail

transport still keeps a share of 69%47
. Additionally, in 2002, the number of lorries

crossing the Swiss Alps has even decreased by 9%48
. This special position of

Switzerland is mostly due to the driving ban on Sundays and at night, as well as the

significantly lower maximum weight limit of 28 tonnes (compared to 40 tonnes in the

Community), which Switzerland imposed until 2001 49
.

This data witnessing the success of road transport sadly contradicts the fact that trucking
is the least eco-efficient mode of land transport, compared with rail and inland

waterways. Heavy-duty vehicles consume significantly more energy per tonne-km and

emit more pollutants. Additionally, the benefits of cleaner technologies are partly offset

by the constant growth of traffic50
.

3.2. Ups and downs of the history of the Transport Protocol51

During the first Alpine Conference in Berchtesgaden, the contracting parties decided to

charge a working group of experts with the elaboration of a protocol in the field of
transports. This working group was chaired by Switzerland.

Article 2(2)(j) AC provides the following mandate:

"the objective is to reduce the volume and dangers of inter-Alpine and trans-Alpine
traffic to a level which is not harmful to humans, animals and plants and their
habitats, by switching more traffic, in particular freight traffic, to the railways in

46 Figures available at: http://www.litra.ch/Ausw_D/Vadcm/vadcmrramc_d.htm.
47 Bringing Trcins-Alpine Freight Policy on Railtrack, T&E. European Federation for Transport and
Environment. Brussels. June 2001.
48 "Schweiz: wenigerLKW im Alpentransit imvergangenen Jahr". (2003) 10 alpMediaNews 3.
49 P. Krebs (ed.). Fair and efficient. The Distance-related Heaxy Vehicle Fee (HVF) in Switzerland.
Federal Office for Spatial Development (ARE). Bern 2002. p.5.
50 See supra, note 7. p.5.
51 If there is no other source indicated, information in this chapter is based on an interview with F.
Nascher, the Chairman of the second and in the end successful working group in charge of the Transport
protocol, on 3 March 2003.
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